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University ‘addresses’ mice problem in Robinson
Molly Waite
,

GVL Staff Writer

The idea of hearing mice
skittering around in the dark is
enough to set most people on edge.
Hut for freshman Erica Newa.Aeriel
Thorp and Ashley Steponski, it was
not only the sound, but the evidence
left by their unwelcome roommates
that was too much to bear.
When returning to campus from
winter break, the three roommates
found mouse droppings in their
bedding and all across the rest of
their room in the Robinson Living
Center.
“It’s not healthy,” Thorp said.
“Most people don’t have mice in
their dorm room and we shouldn't
have to have that problem to worry
about when we have many other
things to worry for. Also the fact

that we’re never sure if they were
completely gone or running around
by our feet when we briefly would
go into the room. The mice make
you worry that they’re in our stuff
constantly and makes you nervous
to touch anything.”
After reporting the infestation to
their floor’s resident assistant, the
housing department was contacted.
When the mice were reported to the
university, Newa and the others were
given mouse traps to set in their
room. After finding six dead mice,
the university sent an exterminator
who set out poison, Newa said.
When nothing else was done
about the problem, one of the
girl’s mothers contacted WZZM 13
News, who published a story about
the infestation. Once the story was
published, Newa said, the university

suddenly seemed worried about the
problem and placed the three in a
new permanent room.
“I feel like the university didn’t
really care very much about our
problem," Newa said. “It took over
a month and all they did was hand
us mouse traps to put out. I feel like
we would not have been moved into
a more permanent location had we
not created a huge deal.”
Andy Beachnau, director of
Housing and Health Services,
reported the pests were exterminated
but declined to comment further.
“Our pest control contractor
has been in and the problem was
addressed,” said Tim Thimmesch,
assistant vice president of Facilities
Services. “The space has since
been thoroughly cleaned. Also,
the suspected source of entry from

GVL / Eric Coulter

GVSU housing recently dealt with a mice infestation in a Robinson dorm room.

outside was repaired. There was
only one unit in Robinson that was
impacted, and it was at the end of a
hallway near an exit door. No other
rooms reported a problem ”
Thorp, Newa and Steponski were
relieved to move out of the infested
room and have a new room.

“It was unfortunate that this
happened to us, but if anything
we would want there to be better
communication with all the Grand
Valley departments to help better
all students in any situations,”
Steponski said.
mwaite@ lanthorn .com

Students on Tap seeks to
eliminate use of bottled water
Group to educate campus on environmental ramifications of plastic bottles
*

By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL Assistant News Editor

Communication is key, and for
Grand Valley State University’s
bottled water committee Students on
Tap, it is all about dialogue. Front
man Josh Lycka said he wanted this
bottled water initiative to be rooted
in education - working from the
ground up.
“Education is really what is
fueling this initiative because we
want to educate students about
the actual ramifications of bottled
water, the environmental effects,
th£ economic effects, the social
effects,” Lycka said. “Basically, the
things that people don’t think about
on a daily basis that are in reality a
pressing issue.”
Students on Tap is a group of
GVSU students and faculty who
seek to mitigate bottled water
consumption on campus and in the

surrounding Grand Rapids region.
“We realized the vast and complex
Lycka said they hope to eliminate issues we would have to deal with
bottled
water trends
through regarding
the
administration,”
education,
awareness,
feasible Finney said. “We recognized that we
alternatives and policy change.
did not necessarily have the time or
Although this idea
energy to put into a
is finally becoming
campaign that big.”
"Moreover, for each
tangible
for
the
Students on Tap
dollar they spend
group, it made its
is just getting the
first
appearance
campaign
started,
on a bottle of water
in
the
Student
but
already
they
at GVSU, nearly 80
Environmental
have
schemed
cents is profit for the
possible alternatives
Coalition
as
a
long-term goal for
for students should
bottling company.”
the
group. After
the campaign be
JOHN KILBOURNE
the University of
successful. Some of
GVSU PROFESSOR
Michigan
banned
those
alternatives
bottled water on campus, SEC include, but are not limited to:
member Nancy Finney saw promise reverse osmosis watering stations,
in the idea and decided to bring it onto getting reusable water bottles out
the GVSU front, starting a Facebook to the GVSU populations - namely
group and spreading awareness. The freshmen - and having a check-out
campaign lost momentum as power system for students where they can
shifted hands and other initiatives rent or borrow a reusable bottle in
took center stage.
the event they do not carry their
own.
Since the event is rooted in
intelligence and information before
action. Students on Tap is gamering
heavy support from professors on
campus such as John Kilboume,
who also recognizes the need for
this initiative.
“Water is a precious commodity,”
Kilboume said. “Students must
realize that for every bottle of water
they purchase, it takes three bottles
of water to manufacture the plastic
container. Moreover, for each dollar
they spend on a bottle of water at
GVSU, nearly 80 cents is profit for
the bottling company.”
Susie Matteson, fellow SEC
GVL Photo Illustration / Brian B. Sevald

Students on Tap wants to reduce the amount of plastic wasted on bottled water.

GVL / Carol Oalrymplr
Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson was in Lubbers Stadium in Allendale this past
weekend to film the trailer for his movie "Love Me, Love Me Not."

50 Cent shoots trailer
for latest film in Lubbers

GVL / Carol Dalrymple
Students had the chance to be extras on set for 50 Cent's latest movie.

See Water, A2

Obama plans repeal of ‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’
Public calls for end
to policy allowing
militant discharge for
‘homosexual conduct ’
TLiMthoin
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By Samantha Butcher
GVL Staff Writer

President Obama announced he plans to repeal
the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy in his State
of the Union address, a change that would allow
gays and lesbians to serve openly in the military
for the first time in American history.
“This year, I will work with Congress and our
military to finally repeal the law that denies gay
Americans the right to serve the country they love
because of who they are,” Obama said.
The policy, which mandates servicemen
and women cannot be asked about their sexual
orientation, was enacted in 1993 by then-President
Bill Clinton. Clinton promised to allow all men
and women to serve in the military regardless of
sexual orientation during his 1992 presidential
campaign, but his attempts at policy reform were
met with resistance from Congress and military
leaders, leading to the DADT compromise.
Service members cannot be questioned about
their orientation under the policy, hut they can be
discharged for “homosexual conduct,” according
to the Pentagon.
Grand Valley State University affiliate
professor of political science Roger Moiles said

he believes Americans are more receptive to the
change now than they were in 1993.
“I got the sense at the time that America wasn’t
quite ready for that, so the compromise was bom,”
Moiles said. “Change comes over generations.
Younger generations tend to be more tolerant and
accepting of things the older generations don’t
always embrace.”
The results of a 2(X)9 Gallup poll support
Moiles’ suggestion that citizens are growing more
tolerant. Support for repealing DADT increased
across all of the demographics surveyed between
November 2004 and May 2009, with 69 percent
of Americans supportive of openly gay troops
serving in the military.
The groups with the largest changes were
Conservatives and weekly churchgoers, who
increased their support by 12 percentage points
and 11 percentage points, respectively.
Since its introduction, the military has
discharged more than 13,(XXI troops under DADT,
although the number of annual discharges has
decreased since the Sept. 11 attacks. According
to the Government Accountability Office, the
government spent $95.4 million on recruitment
costs and $95.1 million on training costs for the
almost 9,5(X) troops discharged between 1994 and

Some Restrictions Apply

For Students, faculty, ond Staff @ Lqnthoryi.com

Courtesy Photo / Day Life
Matt Foreman, executive director of the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force, and Rabbi Sharon Kleinbaum
protest the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy in Times
Square. Obama is pushing for the policy's repeal.

See Repeal, A2
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Ash Wednesday
Services
(February 17th)
Cook-DeWitt Center Auditorium:
• 12 Noon - Ashes Service (All are welcome)
• 3 PM - Mass with Ashes
• 9 PM - Mass with Ashes
Pew Campus - Loosemore Auditorium:
• 12 Noon - Mass with Ashes
Check out our web site for more locations and times.
May Lent be a time to grow in
love of God and care for others.

Catholic Campus Ministry
St. Luke University Parish
www.gvsuCatholic.org

continued from page A1

member and officer of
Students on Tap, said GVSU
is not the first university to
consider campaigns of this
kind.
Schools
such
as
Washington State University
in St. Louis and University
of Colorado at Boulder
have already successfully
eliminated bottled water sales
on campus. In addition, many
schools are still undergoing
the process. Grand Rapids
Community College
has
separately begun their own
initiative, starting with the
Sustainability
Advisory
Council.
Nicholas
Wikar,
vice
president of Student Congress
at GRCC, said the bottled
water initiative at GRCC
has had an ongoing effort to
draft and adopt a resolution.
With a completed resolution,
Wikar added, the intent is
to formally present it to the
Board of Trustees for review

CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the energy reduction

and consideration at the next
informational meeting.
“I believe the combined
efforts
of
these
two
institutions will establish us
as leaders of what I predict
will be a growing movement
among other institutions in
Michigan and throughout
the United States to spread
awareness and take an active
roll in reducing the needless
disposal of millions of tons
of waste, harmful to the
environment, that is produced
annually as a result of the
sale and purchase of bottled
water,” Wikar said.
At GVSU, Lycka said
one of the biggest worries
concerning bottled water is
the massive events on campus
that provide free bottled water
to students. Because of the
nature of these events, Lycka
said most of the bottled water
there is thrown away as a
result of inadequate recycling.
As a solution. Students on Tap
asked engineering students
to come up with a design to
have portable water supplies
that can be used with reusable
bottles at sporting events,
therefore eliminating one of
the major sources of waste

created by bottled water on
campus.
Lycka speculated that the
soft, ‘‘rooted in education”
approach the group is taking
has attracted attention and will
continue to receive a positive
response from students and
faculty. However, one of
his greatest concerns is the
populace may see this as a
politically-charged,
liberal
stand.
“The environment is an
issue that literally applies
to every body on earth, it is
very de facto,” Lycka said.
“People are going to see this
as politically charged and the
biggest thing I can say is that
it’s not. You’ve got to look at
the facts. This isn’t a political
thing, this is us trying to
educate.”
Lycka encouraged students
to “step forward, because even
the smallest actions help.”
Starting dialogue, he said, is
the No. 1 thing students can
do to help. Simply caring, he
thinks, is enough.
“You’ve got to respect
your mother,” Lycka said.
“You’ve got to respect the
natural resources we have.”
assistimtnew s@ lanthorn .com

Repeal

“People are serving our
country, but they’re being
forced to lie and conceal
who they really are,” he said.
“We’re involved in two wars
right now and need people to
serve and we’re drumming
certain people out. It just
seems counterproductive.”
So
far,
the
Obama
administration
has
not
announced the details of
the policy change, but the
Pentagon said it will take
a year to review possible
changes.
“There’s
a
large
bureaucracy that needstomake
adjustments for this change,
so it’s difficult for them to set
an absolute timeline so early
in the process,” Moiles said.
“Hopefully, they’ll deal with
this with reasonable speed.”
shutcher@lanthorn .com

from last year in the month of
September

1809 kwh
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Wayne Law.
Every lawyer must pass the bar.
Ours go on to raise it.
Wayne Law has educated and trained top attorneys, judges
and leaders for more than 80 years and continues to enjoy a
strong reputation for preparing its students to excel in law.
Find out how a degree from Wayne Law can prepare you for a
seamless transition from studying the law to practicing it. Visit
www.law.wayne.edu, send an email to lawinquire@wayne.edu
or call (313) 577-3937 for more information.

2003.
Michigan Sen. Carl Levin,
D-Detroit, said he also
favors allowing openly gay
individuals to serve in the
military.
“Supporters of4 Don t Ask,
Don’t Tell’ accuse those who
would change it of trying to
impose a social agenda on the
military,” Levin said. “But at
this point in our history, when
gays and lesbians openly
work and succeed in every
aspect of our national life, it
is the ‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’
policy that is out of step with
our national character and the
everyday experience of most
Americans.”
Moiles echoed Levin’s
sentiment.

AIM HIGHER * law.wayne.edu

Now Leasing for 2010
Courtesy Photo / Google Images

The controversial policy will be repealed within the next year.

1,2. and 3 Bedroom Townhomes still available!

check us out onHacebook
(616)895-2900

www.cheech.coni
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li GVL DIGEST
News in Hrief
'Show Us Your Heart'
comes to Kirkhof Center

“Show Us Your Heart”
is an opportunity for Grand
Valley State University
students, faculty and staff
to learn more about how
organ
donation effects
people’s lives.
The program will feature
a guest speaker, Linda
Buck, who will speak about
her experience receiving
an organ from a registered
donor and how that changed
her life.
The event is part of
the Gift of Life Campus
Challenge at GVSU, a
competition between GVSU
and surrounding schools to
recruit organ donors on the
7 ft
Michigan Organ Donor
Registry.
The event will take place
today at 7 p.m. in Kirkhof’s
' • Pere Marquette room. For
more information, e-mail
Lora Stevens at stevelor@
mail.gvsu.edu
*
•'

NEWS

Chelsea Lane, News Editor
news@lanthorn.com

Career Paths in Academia
and Industry

On Tuesday from 4
p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Pew
Campus Center for Health
Sciences room 115, the Life
■’ Science and Biotechnology
‘‘ Organization
will
host
Mark Gurney, senior vice
president at deaxle genetics
*
in Chicago.
Gurney will give a talk
about his research and the
■’ decode company to prepare
“ students for the future in
”
careers in industry and
research.
For more information,
contact
lab.gvsu@gmail.
com

Active R.A. runs
to raise funds for
cancer patients
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Staff Writer

When he laces up his running shoes,
he transforms into an aqua blur racing
to give relief to the families of cancer
patients. But sitting on the couch in his
dorm room, his New Balance sneakers
casually discarded by the door, Patrick
Lawrence is a resident assistant with big
aspirations.
The smell of Lawrence’s freshlybaked banana bread, a recipe he tweaks
often, invades his hallway and has
become a familiar scent to his residents
on the second floor of Niemeyer West.
Walking into his room, there’s little doubt
a runner lives there - bib numbers from
marathons such as the Crim, the Almont
Lifeathon and Run Thru the Rapids
hang on the wall next to advertisements
for Asics and New Balance shoes, and
his open closet seems to house more
pairs of running shorts than jeans.
“Running is my stress relief,”
Lawrence, a junior, said. “Some people
like to sit on the couch and decompress
in front of the TV, but I like to lace up
my sneakers and just go.”
Last year, Lawrence decided to put
his swift feet to good use and organized
Almont’s first annual Lifeathon, with
proceeds from the marathon benefiting
a local family battling cancer. He ran
the race alone and charged $5 to predict
how long it would take him to run the
marathon,offering a prize to the winner.

On Wednesday from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m., GVSU’s
study abroad program will
host PIC’s Passport Fair in
room 130 of Lake Ontario
Hall.
Students should bring
proof of U.S. Citizenship
in the form of a previous
passport, certified birth
certificate or naturalization
certificate. Along
with
that, proof of identity with
photo, two separate checks
will be needed for passport
processing for a total of
$100.

Checks will be the only
; accepted form of payment.
• Passport photos can be
taken at the fair for $2 cash,
and students must present
their GVSU identification
cards.
Students should allow
10 weeks for passport
processing and passports
are valid for 10 years. For
questions or concerns,
please e-mail Liz Smith at
studyabroad@gvsu .edu.
College of Nursing OSS
Group academic advising

Current GVSU pre
nursing students or those
who are interested in
nursing are invited to tfris
group academic advising
session to review program
requirements,
review
admission criteria, review
the application process
and get their questions
answered about the nursing
program.
Advising will take place
Wednesday from 3 p.m.
to 4:50 p.m. in Mackinac
Hall
classroom
B1124
and B1126. For more
information, contact Erin
Busscher at busscheet®
gvsu.edu.
GVSU language exchange

-
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Starting
Wednesday
from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.,
students are invited to
the
GVSU
Language
Exchange.
The aim is to have
student’scome and converse
in their native languages, or
practice speaking in a new
one.
The group will meet
every other Tuesday and
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in
l-ake Ontario Hall room
177. For more information.
please e-mail marttia<®
mail.gvsu.edu.

Police seek
information on
graffiti

He raised $1,100.
The marathon also earned l^awrence
a sponsorship with New Balance and
a local running store. Dustin Jenkins,
owner of Elite Feet Running Store
in Lapeer, Mich., contributed to
Lawrence’s cause and, impressed with
his abilities as a long distance runner,
offered him a spot on his running team,
which consists of six total members.
“At first I was really hesitant because
I didn’t know how big of a commitment
it would be, but I decided to give it a
shot, and I’m so glad I did,” Lawrence
said. “Being a part of a team has been
a great experience - I’m a really social
guy”
The social nature that encouraged
Lawrence to join the Elite Feet running
team is also the driving factor in his
decision to become a R.A.
“I feel like, especially in the Honors
College, it’s really important to have
someone who’s been there, who can tell
you what works and what doesn't,” he
said,cracking the wide grin his residents
see often.
However, being a R.A. is not always
great, Lawrence admitted.
“I have a hard time being the
disciplinarian,” he said. “I don’t like to
be the bad guy.”
His active spirit has influenced the
way he performs his duties as a R.A.
as well. He’s been team captain for a
capture the flag game between the East
and West buildings of Niemeyer, and he

University
police
arc
searching for information on
recent vandalism in men’s
bathnxims on campus.
Assistant director of the
Department of Public Safety
Capt. Brandon Dellaan said the
graffiti, which has been found
mainly in the men’s restnxxns
in the Kirkhof Center, caused
permanent damage and was
written using a “permanent
writing device.”
Although the facilities staff
painter has painted over the
graffiti multiple times, Dellaan
said new vandalism continually
reappears.
“This is senseless activity,
middle
school,
juvenile
behavior,” Dellaan said. "This
type of behavior should not
be in a university setting. We
have a beautiful campus here
at GVSU and it’s the goal of
facilities services to create
and maintain that quality
environment... University walls
are an inappropriate canvas for
this type of expression.”
I le added facilities subscribes
to the "broken window theory”
that uncorrected damage makes
people believe they can commit
further damage.
Police are investigating the
graffiti as a criminal act. Anyone
with information is advised to
contact DPS at (616) 331-3255
or call Silent Observer.

Courtesy Photo / Patrick Lawrence

Niemeyer R.A Patrick Lawrence is active
on campus and in the greater community.

set up a bulletin board near the elevator
on his floor encouraging his residents
to develop healthy eating, sleeping and
exercising habits.
Zachary Waugh, a freshman Honors
student, said Lawrence’s love of
everything active made him easy to
connect with.
“For Patrick it seems like life is one
long trail to run, and with him it’s all
about taking it a step at a time,” he
said.
Lawrence said trail includes a
career as a physical therapist, working
as a coach for foigh school wrestling
and cross country teams, traveling to
Europe, writing a best-selling novel and
opening his own coffee shop.
“I have so many things I want to do,
I'll be old and gray before I'm done, but
at least I’ll never be bored,” he said.
He grinned again. “And if I am,
there’s always running.”
sbutcher@ lanthorn .com

Group works to motivate peers to take U.S. Census
Students’ spread message of ‘10 minutes worth
$1,000’ to secure funding based on Census data
toward education and that will make an
impact.”
GVL Editor in Chief
First distributed in 1790, the U.S.
As the deadline for distribution of Census is required by the Constitution
the U.S. Census approaches, students to take place every 10 years and count
at Grand Valley State University are every citizen and noncitizen residing in
working to educate their peers on the the \J.S.
importance of their reply to this decennial
“The student population is very
survey.
important for Grand Rapids in ensuring
Heather DeWitt, Ixah Zuber, Melissa that they are included in census
Masson, Mindy Pearson
numbers,” said Haris
“If every student
and Sarah Heins are
Alibasic, city of Grand
visiting
classrooms,
is counted, Grand
Rapids liaison to the
distributing educational
U.S.
Census Bureau, in
Rapids will receive
material and answering
a press release. “If every
more funding that
questions
through
student is counted.
Facelxxik and Twitter
Grand Rapids will
can go toward
in an effort to raise
receive more funding
higher education ...
awareness of the census
that can go toward
and motivate students to
higher education, road
HARIS ALIBASIC
fill out the 10-question
improvements
and
GR LIAISON TO
form and be counted.
public
programs.”
U.S. CENSUS BUREAU
Competitors
in
Proclaiming “Your
the F*ublic Relations
10 minutes is worth $ IXXX),” the group’s
Student Society of America’s 2010 hand-shaped fliers are becoming a
Bateman Case Study Competition, the familiar sight on campus. This particular
students were given the task of preparing catch phrase was adopted to inform
and mobilizing their communities to students that for every one person
participate in the census.
counted, their city of residence receives
“I think the lack of awareness that $1 XXX) from the federal government.
(aillege students) have to take it is the
In 2(XX), the city of Grand Rapids
hardest part,” Melissa Masson said of received some $20,(XX) less in federal
the group’s efforts. “We keep stressing funding because an estimated 200 people
it’s really important for funding. Even if living in the city were not counted by the
you're not going to live in Grand Rapids, census, Zuber said.
it is important to be counted.”
“It’s hand to explain to students that
Every year, the federal government if you have.a permanent residence on
distributes more than $4(X) billion to the east side and you live there over
state, lcx:al and tribal governments based the summer and then come back here
on statistics gained through the census.
and live here for six months, that is the
“It really comes down to funding,” minimum number of months (required)
Masson said. “It’s more money for the to take the census (in Allendale or Grand
city, more people in the (U.S.) House of Rapids) with roommates or wh<x.*ver you
Representatives — more money can go
By Jenny Whalen

GVSU Passport Fair
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live with,” Zuber said.
Zuber added even students
who are not on a lease, but
crashing on a friend’s
couch for six months
or more are required to
report their residence and
be counted.
Even international students spending
six months or more in the U.S. are
required to fill out the census.
“I think a lot of people are afraid of
giving their information out and that's
anotherthing we stress — confidentiality,”
Zuber said. “Even illegal immigrants are
supposed to take the census by law and
it’s important that they do.”
All Census Bureau employees are
sworn for life to protect the confidentiality
of the data disclosed and by law, the
Census Bureau cannot share respondents’
answers with anyone, including other
federal agencies and law enforcement.
The group will man tables in the
Kirkhof Center throughout this week
answering questions about the census
and encouraging students to sign a hand
shaped cutout to pledge to take the 2010
census.
The 2010 form, in its newly reduced
10-question format, will be mailed to
every U.S. residence in March, including
off-campus apartments. On-campus
residents will receive their forms during
April and May.
Kyle Hammang, who is a GVSU
student residing off campus, said he fully
intends to take the census.
“I think it’s important to see how our
s<x:iety acts from the larger picture rather
than just individuals throughout society,”
he said. “When you map out the group as
a whole you can see how it functions in
an integral way and from that you can see
how you can achieve the most effective
change in society that would be most
beneficial.”

hand yours in.
Courtesy Grapihc / U.S. Census

The group will continue its efforts
until Feb. 28, when the competition ends
and they will be asked to deactivate their
Facebook and Twitter accounts to enter
the evaluation process to determine if
their campaign was successful.
“It’s not just about being counted,
it’s about helping the future of the city,”
Masson said. “You might not be living
here, but it’s the future (of the city).”
Students and faculty who wish to
learn more about the census can contact
the group via its Facebook page “GR
Census 2010,” its Twitter account @
grcensus2010 or in Kirkhof on Monday
and Tuesday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Wednesday 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., Feb. 23
from II a.m. to 2 p.m. and Feb. 24 from
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
editorial (® lanthorn xotn

Graduate students secure representation on Student Senate
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Editor in Chief

An ongoing concern for
graduate members of the
student population has been
a lack of representation
on the university’s student
representative fxxly.
Resolution of this issue was
at last reached this semester
with the addition of a graduate
student
representative
to
the Student Senate. Kelly
McDonell, a graduate student
pursuing her master’s of
education for college affairs
leadership, is the first regular
representative to serve on
Student Senate in the interest
of the graduate student
population.
The lanthorn sat down with
McDonell to discuss issues the
graduate student Lxxly looks to
address through its work with
Student Senate.

Lanthorn: How would you
describe the differmy needs of
graduate and undergraduate
students?
McDonell: I would say
primarily life situation. Most
graduate students arc either
working part or full time and
havediffercntfamilyobligations.
ITiey'rc more considered your
nontraditional students. They
have other obligations, not that
we don’t have nontraditional
undergrads, but for the most
part that's how txir gratis are.
Lanthorn: What are some of
the issues you are hearing from
gnuluate students you intend to
address in the Student Semite?
McDonell: I think the
primary need is graduate
student space When they are
lumped in with undergraduates,
the needs and the way they
arc approaching things aren’t
always the same — so just a
place to go and network with

other graduates, have quiet
study space if its needed, quiet
lab space. I know we have a
lot of labs on campus but they
aren’t always conducive to quiet
studying.
Lanthorn:
How
can
graduate students contact you
with concerns?
Mclfcmell: We arc working
on getting an e-mail up and
going, (but in the meantime)
they can go to the Office of
Graduate Studies and they can
put them in touch with GPSA
or students can attend Graduate
Club, which meets Wednesdays
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the
University Club downtown (on
the Pew Campus).
I think if (graduate students)
are not voicing their concerns
then we don’t know that those
are concerns, so I wixild really
encourage people to come out
to either Graduate Club or get
in contact with someone in

the Graduate and Professional
Student Association to voice
their concerns and make them
more present.
Lanthorn: How were you
selected as a representative?
McDonell: I’m involved
in GPSA, who has been
working with Student Senate
to start having this (graduate
representative) sit there I’m now
vice president of (the GPSA).
so I think now just thnxigh my
role with that (I was selected). 1
want to go into student affairs,
so I enjoy being able to go see
how Student Senate is run and
what the students are thinking
as well.
lumthom: What is the
purpose of GPSA?
McDonell:
They
are
supposed to advocate fix
graduate students and give
graduate students a voice on
campus. Iliey are a small

population
in the overall
numbers
at
Grand
Valley State
University
and they are
forgotten
sometimes,
or lumped
in
with
undergrads,
so we're advocating and
serving graduate students.
Lanthorn: Are there plans
in place to continue this
graduate representation when
you graduate this semester?
McDonell: Yes, we are
holding elections for new
officers for GPSA in the next
few weeks, so I think that is
something we will look for
in one of the new officers is
someone who is willing to sit
on Senate.
editorial@ lanthorn com
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Public opinion
The overwhelming and unprecedented public
response to Jordan Pickell’s Eeb. 11 column
serves as proof of the campus community’s
priorities and the power of the written word.
During the current academic year, the Grand Valley Lanthorn has published 42
issues, which amounts to about 502 broadsheet pages and 65,016 column inches.
The latter number, when translated into feet, is more than a mile.
The recent column, “Campus ‘sausage-fest’ shrinks acceptable dating pool
(Feb. 11),” was published at about 9 inches but drew six letters to the editor, more
than 60 comments on the Web site and accounted for flic site’s highest traffic since
its creation. Though the majority of these comments and letters are available in
this issue and on Lanthom.com, the public should be aware of the dozen or so
submissions not approved for publication due to excessive profanity, personal
attack and language interpreted as a threat to the author.
Since the first issue of this year, which was published Aug. 24, more than a
mile of news and information about the Grand Valley State University community
has been made available to students, faculty and staff.
Guest columnist Jordan Pickell’s 9 inches of gross exaggeration regarding
existing male and female stereotypes has ignited a firestorm within the campus
community and elicited more response than the remaining 65,(X)7.
With every opinion piece comes a judgment call. Media organizations attempt
to assess where the proverbial “line” lies and must decide whether a single article
or column crosses that line.
In the case of the now infamous “swamp troll” column, editorial staff reviewed
this work and determined that while the piece made some extreme claims
regarding personal appearance, behavior and GVSU’s male-female ratio, its
greatest offense was highlighting age-old imperfections known to all members
of society. It was believed this column would prompt the public to question the
weight they themselves place on appearance by comparing their behavior to the
extreme, ridiculous examples provided by the author.
The community’s outraged response, illustrated by the record-breaking number
of online comments and letters to the editor, has shown this offense to be much
different and greater than imagined.
As of Sunday, this column was the most viewed element on the Web site and
the most viewed article in Lanthorn history. More readers visited this column
than had visited articles detailing the Derek Copp sh(X)ting, “preacher man”
on campus, LGBT rights, the legalization of marijuana and elimination of the
Michigan F*romise scholarship, among others. Was it the question of personal
appearance that drew more response than the sh(X)ting of a classmate by police
or the exaggeration of social behaviors that demanded more response than
oppression of LGBT rights?
It is hoped readers wiM not interpret this editorial as a defense of hate or
sexism, but rather as support for opinion and response all issues — not just those
which hit closest to home.
No single opinion will ever be shared by all of GVSU’s 24,(XX) students and
the community should triumph this diversity, for the continued progress of our
society depends on the existence of opposing viewpoints.
By introducing and debating opposing views, we gain greater understanding
of the world. We question the status quo and identify where change is needed to
ensure future progress.
The questions and concerns raised by this column and the community’s
response to it should not be forgotten in the coming months.
The Lanthorn can only provide so much news and its influence reaches only so
far as the visitors to its Web site. If members of the campus community can find
it in themselves to commit the same energy demonstrated in this situation to the
address of other issues affecting our society, the Millennial generation will enjoy
great progress.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR----------------------------------

Student urges respect for religion in media
I realize there is
“freedom of press” and
what not that applies
to even a small college
newspaper, but a
newspaper’s job at the
same time has the job of
being politically correct,
especially on issues
regarding semitism.
Including comments such
as individuals calling a
Catholic canonized saint
a ’’stalker” crosses that

0

column due to you all
knowing it to be racism.
This is no different. Such
comments should never
make it past the editor.
Sexist comments are one
thing, that I’m sure you
all have caught hell for
as it is, but comments on
religion are in a separate
league.

boundary to an extreme,
especially within a high
Catholic majority on
campus. Just because
it’s part of the majority
does not mean remarks
like that can be made
that disrespect it. If such
comments were regarding
a different faith that isn't
considered the social
norm, that comment
would never have been
included within the

Ryan Beaton
GVSU student
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Should newspapers be held accountable
for the opinions of their columnists?

'No, I don't think
the paper should
be accountable
for it because it is
the other people
writing in to it.
They're printing it,
but it's the opinion
of the other
people."

"No... because
everyone has their
own opinion.
We have our
freedom of speech
and we all have
different opinions.
Everyone's opinion
should be heard."

"It's an opinion
page so ... you're
encouraging
freedom of speech,
so I would say no."

"No, it shouldn't.
It's people's
opinions, that's the
point."

"It's not the opinion
of the newspaper,
it's the opinion of
the people. It's like
an interviewer being
held accountable for
the person they're
interviewing ...
Newspapers, when
they're doing their
job, all they're doing
is reporting the facts
and things that
happen."

Emily Hovart

Allison Brown

Jessica Tolliver

Mechial Harrison

Tyler Fish
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Art Education
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Junior
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St. Ignace

Junior
Film and Video
Chicago, III.
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Wyoming, Mich.

Junior
Computer Science
Stevensville, Mich.
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Cartoons infringe on 'safe space for all' mission at GVSU
We are writing to
express our continued
dismay at the two recent
editorial cartoons (Jan.
28 and Feb. 8,2010)
that were printed in
The Lanthorn The
first cartoon used the
pejorative term “sissy”
to describe a male
artist. “Sissy” refers to
a man or boy who is
not acting in a preferred
gender role. This term is

demeaning to men who
step outside traditional
gender boundaries and
devalues that which is
female.
In the context of
higher education, we
expect that people
will voice challenging
viewpoints, and we are
committed to creating
a safe space for all. In
this instance, however,
multiple communities

were hurt. When the
lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender (LGBT)
community spoke up
about that hurt, a second
cartoon was printed once
again degrading that
voice. Would this not
have been an appropriate
time to acknowledge the
harm caused and express
regret?
At Grand Valley,
we strive to create a

community where these
discourses can occur
but where civility is
paramount. It is our
hope that the editor and
artist apologize to the
communities who were
negatively impacted and
examine lessons learned.
The Women’s Center
Office of Multicultural
Affairs
LGBT Resource Center

Cartoons lack humor, promote 'hateful violence'
I am writing this
letter to express my
surprise and dismay
about the “editorial
cartoon” that was
published in the Jan. 28
issue of the Lanthorn.
The cartoon depicts
three thugs beating
up a “sissy” artist and
making fun of the

resulting disfigured face
- in short, the cartoon
promotes stereotyping,
hate, and violence
which are contrary
to the values of the
university. Why is the
Lanthorn endorsing such
offensive behavior?
In my opinion, this
cartoon is obnoxious

and not the least bit
humorous - and I hope
that other readers have
similar reactions to
it. While using humor
creatively can be a
wonderful art form, this
cartoon is predicated
upon hateful violence
which is never funny.
Grand Valley is a special

place where courtesy,
respect, and civility are
valued and promoted this cartoon is an affront
to everyone in our
community.
FI. Bart Merkle
GVSU Vice Provost &
Dean of Students

New Pew library will increase value of university's degree
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I read with interest Tony
Manusz’s Feb. 11 letter to the
Lanthorn. I respect his concern for
keeping tuition down; the fact that
Grand Valley’s tuition is so low
despite being lowest in per capita
support from the state suggests
that the university administration
has invested considerable effort
and skill in that very cause — and
we will continue to do so. As for
whether he will wind up paying
for the Library, perhaps there is
some contusion about how bonds
work; but President Haas’s promise
is not risible, but true. And Mr.
Mariusz does not address need;
the university has spent years
measuring student need; it turns
(XJt that Zumbeigc Library, built for
a student Ixxly of 5JXX),d<xrs not
adequately serve a student Ixxly of
24.500! Who’d have th<xight it?
lire Library will absolutely enhance
the learning experience of students
at Grand Valley — and that may be
the best argument for it
But I want to suggest a very
different kind of argument for the
Library — and I hope it makes you
think differently ahxxit your lifetime
of connection to your university.
When our alumni ask me what my

job is as Dean of CLAS, I answer
“to raise the value of your degree
every day.” We do that by making
the degree more known, more
valued, more marketable. In a
variety of ways: hiring top faculty
to teach cutting edge curriculum,
getting out the word on student,
staff and faculty accomplishments,
doing every thing we can to make
our students ready to excel and
build GVSU’s reputation for the
graduates to follow. When you are
an alum, you will materially benefit
from Grand Valley continuing to
get better — just as the credibility
of your degree would tarnish a
little if GVSU failed to sustain its
momentum and slipped back — as
we have seen some institutions with
less foresight do.
I say this as a Dean who needs
more instructional space (and all of
us do); there is no single investment
that will raise and sustain the value
of your degree, whether or not
you’ll be here when it opens its
doors, more than the new Library.
ITiat has to do not only with the
special n>le a library has in college
education, but the 21 st century
pedagogy it will support.
Mr. Mariusz. and everyone

else, when you graduate, come
visit — the Mary Idema Pew
I .ibrary will be raising the visibility
and value of your degree every
day. And in the meantime, may I
suggest that we all be grateful that
previous generations did not hold
a shortsighted view about building
Grand Valley? Where would we be.
if those who came before us had
not had the courage and foresight to
build this place we love?
Of course when you are alumni,
the Dean of your college — it
may well be me — will ask you
to do what you can to support
your university. When you do.
please know that you will not only
be making things better for the
students who follow you. You’ll be
investing in increasing the value of
y<xir Grand Valley degree.
Frederick J. Antczak
Dean, College of Liberal Arts &
Sciences

WEB EXCLUSIVE:

Visit Lanthorn.com
for Nicole Avery's
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COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO ...

"Campus 'sausage-fest' shrinks acceptable dating pool"
See more: Visit Lanthorn.com to read the original column.
LETTERS TO THE

editor---------------

This letter is in
response to the recent
article, “Campus ‘sausagefest’ shrinks acceptable
dating pool.”
I honestly don’t know
where to begin when
talking about this article.
Ms. Pickell presented
many legitimate facts;
from her (scientific?)
hotness grading scale,
to evidence validated by
the (Teen Choice) award
winning documentary,
“Mean Girls,” she presents
a strong argument as to
why Grand Valley should
accept more male students.
After reading the article,
a person might think the
girl-pacolypse is drawing
near (you repent by buying
them chocolate), but after
re-examining, you’ll see
this just isn’t the case.
Let’s start with the
facts. As recently as 2008,
the U.S. Census Bureau
found that the average
male-to-female ratio in

tour-year colleges was
44 percent male and
56 percent female. So,
while Grand Valley is
slightly above average, the
university is not as much
of a reverse “sausage-fest”
as this article makes it out
to be.
Furthermore, I would
like to know where she
found this grading scale
which is able to calculate
the “hotness level” of
Grand Valley’s students,
as well as swamp trolls
and many other mythical
creatures. I like to think
I’m a little bit higher than
a 4 out of I0, which is
supposedly equal to that
of a swamp troll. On a
good day I’d call myself
more of a bridge troll,
or even, dare 1 say it, a
Cabbage Patch Kid - but
that is beside the point. I
believe beauty is truly in
the eye of the beholder
and for someone to
stereotype Grand Valley’s

As a single female on Grand
Valley’s campus I must say that I was
appalled, outraged, and stunned by the
recent article, “Campus ‘sausage-fest’
shrinks acceptable dating pool.” If I
had known college was going to be
four years of inter-gender combat for
male attention I would have brought
my bow and arrows and push-up bra.
Since Grand Valley failed to put those
things on their “what to bring list” I
suppose I’ll have to resign myself to
several years of singleness.
In an attempt to console myself
I would like to address a few of the
offenses, stereotypes and general
statements of ridiculousness made
in the “sausage-fest” article. Let us
begin with the superficial. After over
a year and a half of attending GVSU,
I have apparently failed to see all the
“trolls” walking around, maintenance
even does a good job of keeping them
away from the bridges. In lieu of trolls,
I am, in fact, routinely impressed
by the courtesy shown to me by the
men on this campus. Being able to
hold a conversation without a man’s
eyes constantly going down my shirt
or having the door held open for me
are much more attractive traits than
Abercrombie abs and Patrick Dempsey
hair.
I also feel that it is crazy to advocate
an increase in male enrollment (humans
only please) without also insisting on

Dear Editor,
By now I assume based
on the activity in this article's
comments you have already
received numerous e-mails.
However, I feel it is my
duty as a student attending
Grand Valley to send you
my concerns regarding this
atrocity you considered
worthy of printing in our
school paper. I am not so
much offended by the fact
that I was called a “swamp
troll" numerous times in
this article because in fact

student population as Ms.
Pickell did is absolutely
ridiculous. Can’t we all
just be unicorns in our
own way?
When I enrolled at
Grand Valley, I was
looking forward to
getting a good education
- not "hunting” down
women, as Ms. Pickell
so delicately puts it. To
be honest, I’ve never
hunted women before; I
wouldn’t know whether
to shoot credit cards at
them or hit them over
the head with a copy of
Twilight. All joking aside.
Grand Valley is not some
expensive dating Web site,
but rather, an institution of
higher learning. If anyone,
male or female, came to
this school looking for a
potential mate as opposed
to a quality education,
they truly need to get their
priorities straight.
If what has been stated
in Ms. Pickell’s article

an increase in the enrollment of other
minorities. One has only to look around
campus to note the appalling lack of
racial, cultural, and religious diversity
on campus, a lack which makes for
a sadly one-sided perspective in the
classroom, in relationships, and in
the general college experience. This
one-sided perspective is blatantly
exhibited in “sausage fest’s” own act of
“outrageous inequality.”
“Sausage Fest” makes the
assumption that every female on this
campus actually wants a man. The
statistics mentioned in the article
about Grand Valley’s male/female
population, with 41 percent of students
being male and the remaining 59
percent being female fails to take in
to account the sexuality of all those
“swooning females.” I am pretty sure
that most female members of the
LGBT community will not be pulling
out their bows and push-up bras in
pursuit of the apparently scarce supply
of heterosexual males. For that matter,
there may be a number of straight
females who leave their hunting gear
at home. This is not the 1950’s and
women no longer attend college for the
sole purpose of obtaining their MRS
degree. In this wonderful modem era of
birth control, (relative) sexual freedom,
and female independence women can
abstain from relationships altogether,
enjoy casual sex, or find emotional (and

I am comfortable with the
way I look and know that
the facts in the article are
poorly used. Where I get
offended is that a reputable
sch(X)l paper would allow
such an article to disgrace
its pages. 1 used to have
respect for the Lanthorn as
a reading source and usually
enjoyed the articles and other
content in it; however, upon
reading this article, I was
quite disturbed. I can admit
that I laughed after reading it
but that was purely because

is in fact a reality, then
I truly feel sorry for the
warzone I, along with
my male counterparts,
have created. The
thought of women killing
other women for a
decent looking man and
scavenging through every
alley and dumpster in
search of “5” or maybe
even a “6” (scientists say
they may be extinct at this
point), is almost too much
to bear. However, I do not
believe this is a reality and
judging men and women
on some juvenile scale
of attraction is not what
dating, or this university,
is about.
Sadly, it seems, that
Ms. Pickell and every
woman that agrees with
her is living in the same
fantasy world as those
swamp trolls.
Joel Goss
GVSU student

physical) satisfaction in some other
type of non-heteronormative fashion.
While ignoring the LGBT
community “sausage fest” also does
a fabulous job of stereotyping and
re-enforcing gender roles. Typifying
men as “hunters” and women as “prey”
is both creepy and insulting. Gender
roles like this are not “natural,” they
are socially constructed constraints
that limit the experiences, emotions,
and actions of men and women. At one
point in time, it was also not “natural”
for women to vote, go to college,
or have a career. Obviously, women
defying the world’s “natural balance”
has not brought on the Apocalypse
and I highly doubt women taking the
initiative to ask a guy’s number is
going to herald in the Four Horsemen.
“Sausage-fest” skillfully manages
to offend just about everybody: men
are salivating trolls, women are
crazy, vicious hunters of man meat,
and anyone outside the heterosexual
standard is ignored completely. It
would be greatly appreciated if, in the
future, broad, offensive statements
about the nature of men and women
could be avoided so that my own
vicious female nature will not be
tempted to go out and seek revenge.
Devin Lagasse
GVSU sophomore

of how shallow it made the
author look, not because it is
a good source of satire. As an
editor I would hope you do
not try and play this ridicule
off as satire because I would
lose all respect for the editing
staff and the I^nthom all
together. This is in no way
satire; by definition satire is
the act of ridiculing a vice
or folly, and the last time I
checked the appearances of
men are neither classified as a
vice or folly. I would strongly
ur^e some type of apology

to be printed, because I can
assure you that if one is not
there will be a petition to the
Lanthorn to have one printed
and if that goes nowhere it
will flow down the chain to
President Haas. As a member
of numerous student lead
organizations I could not
justify just sitting back and
letting something like this
slide.

T here have been very few
moments in my life that I
have been truly embarrassed
to be a female, however
this was successfully
accomplished Uxlay as I read
an editorial full of opinions
about the male population
on Grand Valley’s campus.
I actually did not notice the
article until a male friend
of mine stopped me on
the sidewalk, showed me
the article that he and a
friend had spent not a small
amount of time reading and
underlining only the most
offensive of lines, and asked
me to read it as well.
Firstly, I would like to
address the males on campus,
because you deserve an
enormous apology, and 1
don’t believe you will be
receiving it from the writer.
You are not trolls. You are
not disgusting, disgraceful,
or sausage-like in any way
shape or form, and you are
absolutely not “chunks of
male” that we would like to
devour like scavenging birds
of prey. If the writer decides
that she would like to expand
her male acquaintances, I
will gladly share mine with
her. I know dozens of kind,
compassionate, generous,
wonderfully attractive men
who attend Grand Valley,
and I am proud to be called
their friend. You, men, are
appreciated and vital to this
community, no matter what
the lanthorn prints.
Secondly, I would like to
address the women at Grand
Valley and how we have
been so gracefully referred
to as “vultures ... yearning
to sink (our) claws into that
rare, attractive chunk of
male.” Apparently my social

realm is much smaller and
less varied than I previously
imagined, because this is
the first time that 1 have
been made aware of these
females. I would like to
reassure the world that not
all of us are so. Amazingly,
I agree with the writer on
one issue: females should
not be pursuing males,
and we certainly were not
designed to. So don’t. When
a female decides that she is
so desperate that she needs
to pursue and seek after a
male with such ferocity that
it kills other relationships in
her life, she is simply trying
to cover up personal hurts
and frustration with male
attention. Ladies, take pride
in yourselves! Know that
you are strong, beautiful, and
worthy even if there is not a
male deeply pursuing you at
the moment! You will find
so much more in a man who
you have waited for, who
cares about you and seeks
after you, and who singles
you out, especially among
the large male to female
difference ratio. Have no
fear, you are special, and you
will not be forgotten.
In conclusion all I can
truly say is that though I was
quite enraged by this article,
even more so it produced
sadness that this is what our
population of respectable,
honorable, desirable females
is willing to sink to. We need
to start Uxlay if we are ever
going to be able to think
highly of ourselves again,
and certainly more highly
of the wonderful men in our
lives.
Cassie Regan
GVSU student
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Brian : 2/12/2010
Look at all you...
This is a guest editorial,
on a college newspaper’s
opinion page. If you don’t
agree with the author’s
opinion, that is your
prerogative, and your right.
The students that run this
paper are not professional
journalists, at least not yet.
And to ridicule the paper for
having an open forum for

students is ridiculous. You're
going to have the good with
the bad, or have nothing at
all.
But look at how many of
you are upset about this. Why
wouldn’t the I^nthom run it?
Web traffic has to be up.
The piece is a satire, and
if you have a problem with
the piece, write your own
letter. I’m sure the Lanthorn
would have no issue running

it, as it is a public forum.
And if you did take offense
to it you need to toughen up.
Don't let this petty issue ruin
your day, I mean hell, you're
adults.
Personally, I thought it
was an interesting topic with
a number of gawd-awful
references. Swamp trolls?
A Lindsay lx>han movie?
Anyone who judges solely on
appearance and equates kxrks

to a creature of myth has
some underlying issues.
It would be interesting,
however, to explore the
disparity in men to women,
but without offending
everyone along the way.
The author didn't do
herself any favors for when
she attends classes or walks
around campus.
But hey, that’s her
prerogative.

Matthew T. Dayton :
2/12/2010
Insulted in Allendale
1. I agree that the school
would be better if more men
attended because we are
clearly the dominant sex as
proven by the existence of
this article.
2. It’s great that a college
aged student can use her
mathematical knowledge
to confirm fears of the
outrageous inequaity in the
gender ratio by identifying a

staggering 2:3.
3. This does indeed ruin
ANY possibility of forming
romantic relationships as
proven by the 0% of the
student body that have said
romantic relationships.
4. “Competition” is
indeed an understatement.
Perhaps, “who really cares"
would be more apt.
5. 4 ouf of 10 for a
swamp troll? Very generous.
6. “GVSU’s campus is
like a sausage-fest except

the majority of attendees
are women.'' T HIS IS THE
EXACT OPPOSITE OF A
SAUSAGE FEST.
7 It is ALWAYS a
valid source of support
to reference Mean Girls.
Props.
8. I concur that this is
indeed an atrocity, a social
crime, and injustice to the
very being of the human
race. Forget poverty,
starvation, genocide, war, or
slavery- every horny college

girl must get a hot piece of
iss for herself. THIS IS AN

See more: Visit Lanthorn.com to read more comments.
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OUTRAGE.
And on a final note,
please stop blaming the
educational institution for
your own lack of security.
The gender demographics
are well known before
coming. It is also great to
see how supportive you
are of the advancement of
females in what used to be
male dominated institutions.
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Program offers community dads parenting perspective
to the Children’s Fnrichinent
Center for a program that
involved fathers because there
were only programs for mothers
on campus. I'he name What
Daddies Do Best was chosen
from an educational bcx>k for
By Maya Soter
fathers. I’he program has been
GVL Staff Writer
running at GVSU for three
Offering
parent-to-parent years.
“It’s nice to hear what other
advice and hands-on projects,
Grand Valley State University people are experiencing with
recognizes fathers on and off parenting; it’s very helpful,”
campus through its program, said co-facilitator Sue Sloop.
The last session was held
“What Daddies Do Best.”
the topic
I'he program services the onThursday and
campus, faculty/staff, students of discussion was love. The
fathers watched
and surround mg
“Getting advice
an educational
communities by
video
about
holding open
from fathers with
ways to avoid
discussions in
differently aged
hate, discussed
a safe and nonthe video and
children
is
very
threatening
created
personal
environment
helpful.”
Valentines
for
between
the
JERRY MONTAG
their children.
facilitators
GVSU OFFICE OF
Some
and the father
RECORDS/REGISTRATION
past
topics
participants.
of
discussion
What
Daddies Do Best participants include bullying, gender roles,
meet around three times a parental roles,diversity .teaching
semester. The sessions have pre tolerance, dating and holidays.
At Thursday’s session, four
planned topics for the fathers to
fathers were present: Jerry
discuss.
“We have a wide-range of Montag who works in the office
faculty and staff members who of records/registration. Chris
Barbee, the director of alumni
have been pretty consistent in
attending the meetings since we relations, Ed Simon w ho works
created What Daddies Do Best,” with facility services and Jeff
Marcinkowski who also works
said co-facilitator Sharalle
with facility services.
Arnold.
“My hope is — as a parent —
The program started with a
I
only
get one shot at this, 1 need
request from a faculty member
to make the best effort I can to

All fathers
welcome at 'What
Daddies I)o Best'
campus program

be involved with my children’s
activities,” Barbee said.
I’he session on Thursday also
covered how to teach kids about
love, learning the “dance of
love,” compassion and respect,
open communication and how
to ensure infants receive an
adequate amount of love.
“Everyone seems to have an
agenda,” Simon said. “Nobody
really has the best interest in
children, except the parents,”
Barbee added attending
the sessions helps to reinforce
parenting in any situation.
“Coming to these meetings,
there are different answers for
the same situations you face,”
Montag said. “The situation
isn’t as bad as you think it is;
getting advice from fathers with
differently aged children is very
helpful.”
The age of the participant’s
children from the Thursday
session ranged from 5 years old
to 27 years.
“I’he biggest question fathers
have: Am I doing the right
thing?” Marcinkowski said.
“Giving advice is a positive
reinforcement
behind
this
question.”
Barbee added the biggest
piece of advice he has taken
away from the sessions is he is
never going to be perfect.
Registration for the sessions
can be done online through
GVSU or at the Children’s
Enrichment Center on campus.
tmoter@ lanthorn rom

GVL / Brian 8 Sevald

John Stromberg and his son Nicklas enjoy an afternoon at the zoo. The "What Daddies Do Best"
program offers discussion and advice for challenges facing campus and community fathers.

Student continues self-published poetry magazine
'Breadcrumb Scabs'
heads into second
year of'gritty' poetry
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Staff Writer

Grand Valley State University junior
Lena Judith Drake has her calendar
booked through July, but she will still
accept submissions for the second half
of 2010.
. v>
^
X* C. A
A creative writing and women and
gender studies major, Drake is the
founder and editor-in-chief of a poetry
magazine, “Breadcrumb Scabs.”
Drake said she receives about 10
submissions each day from poets around
the world - from Canada, England, India
and Singapore to name a few - and each
poet generally sends five submissions.
She said it takes time to read them all
critically and select the ones that match
her magazine's criteria.
“I like having a reaction to things in
writing,” Drake said. “Things that are so
gross I can feel them makes me feel like
they have done their job.”
A submission that especially affected
her involved a man waking from a dream
to a pop. He felt a flow of wetness from
his ear the eardrum had burst.

Each
edition
of the magazine
includes 10 to 15
contributors for a
total of about 40
pages of poetry.
Through
the
Web site Lulu,
com, Drake makes
print copies of the Drake
magazine available
for purchase for
about
each She said each copy has
about 20 purchases and 500 downloads.
She launched the first issue of
“Breadcrumb Scabs” in January 2009.
Drake named her literary magazine
after a line from one of her poems,
“These Muscles,” that reads, “...
these arrangements crumbling like
breadcrumbs and scabbed fingers ...”
The verse fits her magazine’s policy
as listed on the purchase Web page
of each issue: “A magazine without
‘pretty’ poetry - instead, confessional
poetry. Love poetry with unflattering,
pessimistic imagery. Poetry that makes
us feel nauseous. Sentimentality
distorted with grittiness. Real human
emotion.”
Simply, Drake said she enjoys
reading unique stories that are dark and
imagery driven.

She also invites artists to submit their
Now 14 issues into the publication
work for placement on the cover of the of the magazine, Drake said she plans to
continue w ith “Breadcrumb Scabs” well
magazine.
The most recent cover - the February into the future.
2010 issue - returned Carl Gopal, who
With one more year at Grand Valley
also pnxluced artwork for the cover of State University and a couple of years
dedicated toward a master’s in women
the June 2009 issue.
His work reflected a better and gender studies, Drake said she
understanding of the consciousness and hopes to have time to continue her
the way developments in physics affect project, which has grown bigger than
humans’ inner narratives. Rather than she had ever hoped.
After its first year of publication,
social portraits of life, his artwork is
Duotrope’s Digest,
psycho-spiritual.
“I like having a
an online database
For the 12th issue,
for
literary
reaction to things in
December 2009, Drake
submissions
celebrated
the
onewriting. Things that
at
http://www.
year anniversary of the
are so gross I can
duotrope .com,
publication and welcomed
recognized
the
graphic designer Corey
feel them makes me
newcomer. It listed
Cooper to the magazine
feel like they have
the “Breadcrumb
staff.
done their job.”
Scabs”
among
While she does not
its
“25
most
typically use her position
LENA JUDITH DRAKE
approachable
as founder and editor-inBREADCRUMB SCABS'
pcxMry
markets”
chief of “Breadcrumb
FOUNDER
and “25 swiftest
Scabs” to publish her own
poetry
markets”
poetry, for the one-year
anniversary, Drake made an exception. for 2009.
View
published
editions
of
She printed “I, asshole, was never this
profound,” in which an ex-girlfriend “Breadcrumb Scabs” and submit
expresses her feelings about the current to the magazine at http://www.
“spiritual love affair” between her ex breadcrumbscabs.com/index .html.
boyfriend and his new girlfriend.
sskowronek@ lanthorn jcom

Courtesy Graphic / breadcrumbscabs.com
Courtesy Cover / breadcrumbscabs.com

"Breadcrumb Scabs” is a poetry magazine created by GVSU junior Lena Judith Drake. Now in its 14th issue, Drake describes
her magazine as one "without 'pretty' poetry — instead, confessional poetry ... Poetry that makes us feel nauseous ..."

Ottawa Creek
Apartments

KlovJ Losing (W

The magazine's February 2010 edition.

Laker Life Briefs
Engineering Experience Day
Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Engineering
Experience Day for high
school students is scheduled for
Tuesday from 8 a m. to 3 p.m.
High schcx)! students will
tour the university's facilities
and learn about the program
through this visual and handson experience.
Students will have the
opportunity to talk to the dean
and director of engineering,
current students and working
engineers. A give card will be
given to all those who participate
and complete the day. Lunch is
also provided.
Speaker to discuss evolution of
LGBT activism
Part of the OnGoing
LGBT Conference: LGBT &
leadership, executive director
of the Arcus Foundation and
former director of the National
Gay and lesbian Task Force will
speak at GVSU on Tuesday.
Urvashi Vaid will present,
“Beyond the Wedding Ring:
LGBT Activism Tcxiay,” from 4
pm. to 6 pm. in the Grand River
Room of the Kirkhof Center.
Vaid was named one of Out
Magazine’s 50 most influential
men and women in the country
in April 2009.
Donors sought for Gift of Life
challenge
As of Sunday, GVSU sat in
fourth place in the 2010 Gift of
Life Campus Challenge with
107 registered donors.
The Gift of Life C ampus
Challenge is a competition to
sec which Michigan sch(x>l can
encourage the most people to
sign up on the Michigan Organ
I*>nor Registry.
For more information or to
become a donor, visit http://
www.giftonifemichigan.org/
show usyourheart/?tag=G rand
Valley State University/.

2.010!
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Men win third GLIAC title in swim

:

Sports in Brief
Snowmageddon' impacts hockey
team
I tie pair of matchups set for
this past weekend between the
Grand Valley State University
and the University of MarylandBaltimore County hockey teams
were cancelled due to severe
weather conditions in Maryland.
Several inches of snow
prevented UM-BC from leaving
the state and making the trip to
Allendale for its two scheduled
games with the Lakers,
The games will not be
rescheduled due to lack of time
left before postseason play.
The Lakers will next see action
this weekend in two matchups
with Wright State University.

GLIAC Standings
Men's Basketball

Conf.

Ovr.

North Division
Grand Valley St.
Ferris St.
Saginaw Valley
Lake Superior St.
Northern Michigan
Michigan Tech

13-5
12-6
11-7
10-8
7-11
7-11

17-6
14-9
14-9
12-11
10-12
8-15

South Division
Findlay
Hillsdale
Ashland
North wood
Wayne St.
Tiffin

13-5
10-8
8-10
8-10
8-10
1-17

17-6
10-12
12-11
11-11
10-12
2-21

Women's Basketball Conf. Ovr.

North Division
Michigan Tech
Grand Valley St.
Northern Mich.
Lake Superior St.
Ferris St.
Saginaw Valley

17-1 22-1
14-4 17-6
14-4 17-6
9-9 12-10
5-13 6-17
3-15 5-18

South Division
Findlay
Hillsdale
Ashland
North wood
Wayne St.
Tiffin

12-6
11-17
8-10
7-11
5-13
3-15

17-6
11-11
12-11
11-11
7-16
6-17

program history; women finish second
Swim, dive teams look
to nationals as women
fall to Wayne State,
men celebrate victory

have been right behind us the whole
way. It’s just that perfect feeling, and
we couldn’t ask for anything else.”
The women, who battled closely
with Wayne State throughout the
weekend, finished the meet as
runner-ups for the third time in as
many years. Senior Allison Scholz
By Greg Monohan
said though the team wanted the
GVL Staff Writer
championship, there is still pride in
After
several
months
of beating out every other school in the
dedication, the Grand Valley State conference.
University men’s and women’s
“Coming in second obviously
swimming and diving teams knew isn’t quite as exciting as coming
their season was on the line this in first, but we gave it all we had
weekend at the GLIAC Conference and worked really hard to compete
championship meet. Their hard together this year,” she said. “Even
work paid off.
halfway through the meet, we were
At the GLIAC championships only four points behind Wayne. It
held this past Thursday through was a close battle, and (Saturday)
Saturday at Wayne State University, they pulled ahead again. But we
the men’s team won its third GLIAC were definitely close, so there’s a
Championship in program history sense of accomplishment, and it was
while the women finished a close still a really good meet.”
second to host Wayne State.
GVSU head coach Andy Boyce
The men finished with 866 said the teams are proud of their top
points, miles ahead of second-place placers, but their attention will shift
Wayne State University, who ended toward nationals at the beginning of
up with 710.5. Senior
next week.
Matt Witkowski, who
“I don't think
“We’re headed
finished second in the
towards
nationals
anyone has
100 meter freestyle,
- that’s our next
stopped smiling....
had trouble putting his
focus,” he said.
feelings into words.
It's just that perfect “We had 25 people
“It’s an awesome,
qualify;
they’re
feeling, and we
unbelievable feeling,”
headed
toward
couldn't ask for
he said. “We knew
the
National
what we had to do, it
Championships
anything else.”
was ours to lose, and
in
about
three
MATT WITKOWSKI
we came out on top.
and a half weeks.
GVSU SENIOR
The feeling is perfect
That’s what we’re
for us.
Everyone
looking forward to
swam really well; we had a good next and to bring home our third
couple of relays and races. We’re conference title in school history
all really happy with everything that on the men’s side and to be runnerhappened this weekend.”
up on the women’s side is a good
He added though the men took accomplishment.”
home the title, the women on the
In
the
last
conference
team had a lot to do with their championship meet of his career,
success.
Witkowski said the men had a sense
“I don’t think anyone has stopped of pride after doing what no other
smiling,” he said. “Even the girls class has done in GVSU history.

GVL / Brian B Sev^ld

Rachel Strom leaps to begin a dive during the 1 meter dive finals on Friday.

“Our senior class is the first
class to go through Grand Valley
to win two GLIAC championships,
which shows how far our program
is actually coming,” he said. ”I can
promise you there will be more
championships ahead. This is a
program that’s growing, and I’m
just really proud of my guys. This

is a big win for us and next stop is
nationals.”
The teams will be off for
almost a month until the National
Championship meet in Canton,
Ohio. Diving qualifiers start on
March 9, and the national meet starts
the following day.
gmonahan @ lanthorn .com

Women’s basketball split against GLIAC’s best

Courtesy www.gliac.org

and 14 rebounds, freshman center
Alex Stelfox said she still presented
the team with a unique headache.
With a down-to-the-wire 69-66win
“(Wysocky) presents a lot of
over Northern Michigan University problems on their offensive end,” she
this past Thursday, the Grand Valley said. “She’s not a strict post player State University women’s basketball she likes to dribble up court and can
team took sole possession of second shoot well. I’ve been guarding a lot of
place in the GLIAC standings.
physical post players, but she handles
But that status was short lived. the ball very well and can shoot from
The No. 4 Michigan Tech University anywhere.”
pounded the Lakers 68-47 to knock
Stelfox led all scores with 16
the team back into a second place tie points.
with Northern Michigan.
Padin said the team’s defense
“We came out after a tough win did not play up to par as it did in its
on Thursday night with a little bit of previous matchup with the Huskies.
a lethargic attitude,” said GVSU head
“We gave up a lot of middle
coach Janel Burgess.
penetration,” she said.
“Overall we had a
“When
we played
“We came out
good effort, but this is
them (at GVSU), we
after a tough win
a tough place to win.
didn’t allow them to
There were over 2,000
penetrate that deep.
on Thursday night
fans there, and once
Whenthey’re allowed
with a little bit of a
again we were playing
to do that, it puts our
against experienced
lethargic attitude.”
defense in situations
seniors. We just went
where they can kick
out and had a tough
it out to a shooter or
JANEL BURGESS
time on their home
to a wing to penetrate
GVSU HEAD COACH
court. There’s a reason
again. We just have
why they’re 22-1.”
to tighten up on
The Lakers (17defense and limit our
6, 14-4 GLIAC) had trouble getting miscommunications.”
anything off of the ground against the
Huskies as they were out performed
Going the distance with Northern
in practically every major statistical
Michigan
category. Michigan Tech dominated
Before concerning themselves
the rebounding battle 36-27. The with the Michigan Tech game, the
Huskies also had six more assists and Inkers had to battle their way out of
shot 42.6 percent from the field as a 14-point first-half deficit against
compared to GVSU’s 35.3 percent.
Northern Michigan.
“They pretty much played a
With the game tied at 66 aO,
perfect game,” said sophomore point sophomore guard Emma Veach hit a
guard Jasmine Padin. “ITiey made the layup with 16 seconds left in the game
majority of their shots, they grabbed to give GVSU the lead and blocked
offensive rebounds, they boxed out a layup on the defensive end to help
for every rebound. They followed seal the win.
the game plan that they set out to
“We had to go with four guards, and
perfection, and unfortunately for us Emma did a great job guarding a very
our shots didn’t go in.”
tough post player,” Burgess said. “We
The I xikers paid particular attention got the stops that we needed down the
to Husky forward Katie Wysocky. stretch and hit a key free throw. We
In Michigan Tech’s 75-71 double- came from 14 down against arguably
overtime victory over the Lakers two the second best team in the conference
weeks ago, Wysocky led all scores - that’s pretty unbelievable.”
with 21 points and 14 rebounds and
The leakers will hit the road again
made up eight of her team’s final 14 this weekend to take on I ake Superior
points.
State University and Saginaw Valley
Though the Lakers limited State University.
Wysocky’s production to 13 points
sports® lanthorn rom
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Sports Editor

GVL / Brian B Sevald

Freshman center Alex Stelfox led the Lakers with 16 points on Michigan Tech.

GVSU vs Michigan Tech
GVSU......................... 21 26-47
Michigan Tech........... 36 32 - 68
GVSU (l 7-6, 14-4 GLIAC)
Check out "The Lakers
Sideline Report" on
Lanthorn.com where
Justin Hoff takes you
on and off the field
with your favorite GVSU
athletes.

Alex Stelfox 7-9 l-3 16; Maddie Burnett
3-10 l -2 9; Emma Veach 3-7 2-2 9;
Kara Crawford 3-6 0-0 6; Elizabeth Van
Tillin 0-l 3-4 3; Briauna Taylor l-7
0-0 2; Brittany Taylor l -4 0-0 2; Paige
Smith 0-0 0-0 0; Lauren Stodola 0-0
0-0 0; Kelly Kretz 0-I 0-0 0; Jasmine
Padin 0-6 0-0 0. Totals 18-51 7-11 47.
3-point goals — GVSU 4-22 (Maddie
Burnett 2-7; Emma Veach I-4;
Alex Stelfox l -1; Briauna Taylor 0-1;
Brittany Taylor 0-1; Jasmine Padin
0-6; Elizabeth Van Tiflin 0-1; Kara
Crawford 0-1),
Michigan Tech 11-21
(Lindsey
Lindstrom
3-4;
Tara
Ferris 3-4; Sarah Stream 2-3; Katie
Zimmerman

2-7; Angela Guisfredi 1-2; Katie
Wysocky 0-1).
Fouled out —
GVSU-None, Michigan TechNone.
Rehounds —
GVSU 27 (Lauren Stodola 4;
Emma Veach 4),
Michigan Tech 36 (Katie
Wysocky 14).
Assists —
GVSU 6 (Jasmine Padin 3),
Michigan Tech
12 (Katie
Wysocky 5).
Total fouls —
GVSU 17, Michigan Tech 13.
Technical Fouls —
GVSU-None.
Michigan Tech-None. A-1997

'Oct lhc( onipIdcSlorv’

Lanthorn.com/sports
(,\Sl Sports l pdatcs* Photo Slideshows • \ idco * Photo Kc Prints %
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Indoor track team holds its own in GVSU Big Meet
Lakers set school
record, qualify for
nationals amid
top athletes from
across nation
By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer

It was a busy weekend
at the Grand Valley State
University Turf Building.
Not to be outdone by the
filming of rapper 50 Cent’s
new movie, the GVSU
indoor track team set a
school record as well as
numerous provisional marks
while hosting the GVSU
Big Meet.
- The
meet
featured
Division I and II teams
from all across the country,
including Michigan State
University, the University
of
Michigan,
Purdue
University
and
Florida
International
University,
among others on Feb. 12
and 13.
2 GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes said he was pleased
with the way his team
handled the competition.
“We’ve been busy, and
it was a great opportunity
fbr our student athletes to
compete against some of
the best track athletes in
the country,” he said. “We
saw some pretty awesome
results over the last two
days.”
- Leading the women’s
team was the 4x400 meter
relay team of sophomores
Chanelle
Caldwell
and
jade Hull, junior Kayla
Vallar and senior Danielle
0dnseca. The foursome set
* ‘school record with their
time of 3:45.26. The time
was only good enough for
second place overall, but it

GVL / Luke Hotwagner

Tyler Emmorey leads a previous race. At the GVSU Big Meet, Emmorey placed 26th in the invite section of the 5k, while Paul Zielenski led the GVSU men in that event with a
17th place finish. The two-day, unscored Big Meet brought 1,600 athletes to the Laker Turf Building from Division I and II schools acrosss the country.

gave the team an automatic
En
route
to
also
qualification to the NCAA provisionally
qualifying
Indoor Championships.
for the first time, Fonseca
Also
finished the
finishing first
60
meter
”We took
for the Lakers
hurdles
advantage of the
wasthedistance
with a time
opportunity in front of
medley
relay
8.96
team
of
seconds.
of us to run fast in
senior Lauren
Senior
a lot of spots, and
Bergstrom and
Candice
I felt that we did it
sophomores
Wheat took
S h a y l e e
first
place
today. ”
Vanderbaan,
among
JERRY BALTES
Ashley Botham
Division II
GVSU HEAD COACH
and
Monica
competition
Kinney,
who
with
a
earned a time of 11:53.39. time of 8.71, and Eileen
They also provisionally Creutz also won the 3,000
qualified for nationals for meter open with a time of
the first time this season.
10:22.24.

On
the
men’s
side
sophomore Paul Zielinski
and senior Ross Faasse
provisionally qualified for
the first time in the 5,000
meter run. Freshman Donny
Stiffler threw 56 feet 4 1/3
inches in the shot put, which
beat his prior provisional
mark.
This
meet
marked
the first time a majority
of the distance runners
participated, and Baltes was
glad to see them respond.
“Right now, our milers
are running very well,” he
said. "We took advantage
of the opportunity in front
of us to run fast in a lot of
spots, and I felt that we did

it today.”
Baltes said he was also
pleased with the way the
program handled the 1,600
athletes competing this past
weekend.
“It was a very valuable
experience for our student
athletes to witness and
hopefully learn from it,” he
said. “We had great results
up and down, and I feel
pretty good for what we
did as a team all the way
across the board. Our event
management, our support
staff, our coaching staff
and of course our student
athletes worked hard to
compete as well as help run
the meet.”

Looking ahead, the team
will work to send as many
athletes into nationals as
possible, as well as prepare
for the conference meet on
Feb. 26 and 27.
“Next week we will be
home again and hopefully
we can freshen some kids
up and give some of our
other kids a last chance
opportunity to earn a spot on
the conference line up,” he
said. “Ashland University
is very good on the men’s
side, and we just have to be
focused on competing and
hopefully our women can
get (qualify for more spots)
in the national meet.”

abrandt@lanthorn.com

Michigan athletes competing at Olympics
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FIGURE SKATING

By The Associated Press
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MICKIE
RZEPKA,
26, Novi, Michigan State
University, two-man sled.
First Olympics. Graduated
from Novi High School.
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JEREMY ABBOTT, 24,
Detroit Skating Club, men’s
singles. First Olympics.
EVAN
BATES,
20,
Ann Arbor, and EMILY
SAMUELSON, 19, Novi, ice
dance. First Olympics.
MERYL DAVIS, 23, West
Bloomfield, and CHARLIE
WHITE, 22, Bloomfield
Hills, ice dancing. First
Olympics.

ICE HOCKEY
JACK JOHNSON, 22,
Ann Arbor, University of
Michigan, defenseman. First
Olympics. Plays for Los
Angeles Kings.
RYAN
KESLER, 25,
Livonia,
forward.
First
Olympics.
Vancouver
Canucks alternate captain.
RYAN MILLER, 29, East
Lansing, Michigan State
University,
goalie.
First
Olympics. Plays for ‘ the
Buffalo Sabres.

BRIAN RAFALSKI, 36,
Detroit Red Wings, Dearborn,
forward. Third Olympics.
Won silver in 2002.
ANGELA RUGGIERO,
30,
Harper
Woods,
defenseman.
Fourth
Olympics.
TIM
THOMAS,
35,
Davison,
goalie.
First
Olympics. Plays for the
Boston Bruins.
TIM
GLEASON, 27,
Clawson, defenseman. First
Olympics. A late addition to
Team USA.

LUGE
MARK
GRIMMETTE,
39,
Muskegon.
Fifth
Olympics, fourth with luge
partner Brian Martin. Won
bronze in 1998 and silver in
2002. Did not earn a medal
four years ago after a crash.

SNOWBOARD:
NICK BAUMGARTNER,
28, Iron River, Northern

Michigan University, men’s
snowboard
cross.
First
Olympics.

SPEED SKATING
RYAN BEDFORD, 23,
Midland,
10,000 meters.
First Olympics.
JILLEANNEROOKARD,
26, Woodhaven, 1,500 meter,
3,000 and 5,000, and team
pursuit. First Olympics.
SIMON CHO, 18, South
Korea, 500 meters. First
Olympics.
TRAVIS JAYNER, 27,
Moncton, Canada,
1000
meters and 5000 meter relay.
First Olympics.
KIMBERLY DERRICK,
24, Caledonia, Mich., 1000
meters, 1500 meters, and
3000 meter relay. Second
Olympics.
KATHERINE REUTTER,
21,500 meters, 1000 meters,
1500 meters and 3000 meter
relay. First Olympics.
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Men's basketball swept in UP, drop into first-place tie in GLIAC
Lakers lose 'hard-fought' away games against Northern, Michigan Tech; head back to U. P. to face Lake Superior State
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Senior Reporter

With two big home victories
last weekend, the Grand
Valley State University men’s
basketball team made its way
to the Upper Peninsula with
momentum and the opportunity
to increase its lead in the
GLIAC.
This time around, however,
it was a trip the team would
much rather forget.

Playing the two last-place
teams in the GLIAC North
division, GVSU suffered two
disappointing road defeats to
Northern Michigan University
and Michigan Tech University.
“Particularly when you
lose hard-fought games like
those, it’s very disappointing to
lose,” said GVSU head coach
Ric Wesley. "It’s a tough thing
to come up to the U P, and
it’s always hard to beat these

teams. We got both teams’ best
shots and unfortunately, we fell
a little short both times ”
In their 53-46 loss to
Michigan Tech on Saturday,
the Lakers (17-6,13-5 GLIAC)
trailed by as much as 14 points
in the second half before
clawing their way back to
make it a 47-44 Husky lead
with 1:24 remaining. With the
opportunity to make it a twopoint game with 49 seconds

GVL / Brian B. Sevald

Junior guard Justin Ringler scored the 1,000th point of his GVSU career during the game on Saturday.

the Lakers, who finished with
a 57-9 advantage in bench
points.
The two losses in the U P.
dropped the leakers into a tie
with the University of Findlay
(17-6, 13-5) for the top spot in
the GLIAC. The Oilers tied the
leakers with a 101-99 triple
overtime victory over Wayne
State University on Saturday.
Ringler said even in the
losses, the team needs to remaifi
focused if they want a chance
to take the GLIAC.
“We still have four left,”
he said. "Our goals are intact
and we know if we can win
these next four, we can win
the GLIAC. We know these
losses are frustrating, but we
can’t hang our heads that much
because every game from here
on out is huge heading into
postseason play.”
The Lakers will head back
up to the U.P. to face Lake
Superior State University on
Thursday before traveling
to Saginaw Valley State
University for a matchup with
the Cardinals on Saturday.
jgreenleaf® lanthorn rom

left, sophomore center Nick pulled off the victory.”
On Thursday, the leakers
West missed two key free
throws, and a Husky freshman dropped a high-scoring 83-80
guard scored a layup at the battle with Northern Michigan.
It was the second time in two
other end to seal the victory.
The Lakers were badly out- weeks the Wildcats beat the
rebounded 40-24. West, who Lakers.
The
Lakers
made
a
finished with 15 points, said it
was difficult for the Lakers to comeback by taking a 80-78
play against the physically big lead on a layup by freshman
guard Breland Hogan. The
men of the Huskies.
Wildcats,
“They’re
however,
just some big,
“Our goals are
strong guys,”
intact and we know took the lead
back with 57
he said. “They
if we can win these
seconds
left
really attacked
on three free
the glass well
next four, we can
throws
by
against us the
win the GLIAC.”
entire
game,
sophomore
guard Mylan
I’ll give them
JUSTIN RINGLER
Murphy
to
credit. It was
GVSU JUNIOR
go up 81-80.
tough
for
us going up
After a Laker
against them from the start, and turnover, Wildcat senior guard
they played very well inside.”
Marc Renelique drained two
But there was still something more free throws with two
to be happy about on the bus seconds left to secure the
ride back home. GVSU junior victory. The Lakers had no
guard Justin Ringler became the answer for Renelique, who
31 st player in GVSU history to finished with 33 points and was
join the l ,000 point club when 6-of-9 from 3-point range.
he drilled a jumper with 8:18
The 83 points scored by
remaining in the second half.
the Wildcats were the most the
“I didn't even know about Leakers surrendered all season.
(scoring my 1 ,(X)()th point),” he
Though the Lakers came
said. "It’s very exciting for me, up short in the end, there were
but it would have been much bright spots. West scored a
more exciting if we could have career-high 23 points to lead

See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com

for

basketball stats.

GVSU dodgeball hit with first loss since 2006
By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer

This past Saturday, the
collegiate dodgeball world
experienced a phenomenon
that has not occurred in almost
four years.
The Grand Valley State
University dodgeball team
suffered its first loss since
April 2006, falling 3-2 to
Central Michigan University
at the Michigan Dodgeball
Cup tournament. The match,
hosted by Michigan State
University, started off well but
quickly fell apart, said senior
Jeff Olsen.
“We got the first point, but
after that, we were playing
selfishly and not making
throws,” he said. “We took it
for granted that we have never
lost before, so we thought that
we could do some of the things
we are not able to do, such as
throw by ourselves.”
Playing as a cohesive unit
is the key to success in the
game of dodgeball, said senior
Kelvin Koster.
“Talking to each other and
throwing at the same target is
all about communication, and
we didn’t do that today,” he
said. “A guy would go up there
and throw a ball and instantly
get picked off because they
didn’t have any help blocking
to get back.”
The team followed its
loss with a 2-1 victory over
rival Saginaw Valley State
University the next match.
Despite the victory, the Lakers
showed some weaknesses,
said team vice president Romy
Lambaria.

“We came together a little
more motivated and with a
little more energy because
we were right off that loss,”
he said. “Things just worked
out in our favor that game,
but overall we still gave up a
couple of points, so we realize
we have a lot of work to do
before nationals.”
Also contributing to the
team’s recovery was the extra
motivation of facing a rival
team, Olsen said.
“Saginaw Valley is kind of
a rivalry match, so we stepped
our game up a little bit, and we
played a little harder,” he said.
“We learned from our poor
experience against Central
Michigan, and we decided
it was time to play as a team

Summer In Maine

I’d say that if we practice hard
for the next two months and
we really commit to winning,
there is no reason why we
shouldn’t finish on top.”
The leakers will look back
at this weekend as a learning
experience as they march
toward the National College
Dodgeball Championship in
April.
“We just need to work
better together as a team and
get a little more cohesiveness
out there,” Lambaria said. “If
we do that, then we will have
a real good shot at rebounding
from this weekend. Hopefully
we can use it as a learning
experience and move on from
here.”
ahrandt@ lanthorn .com
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After losing for the first time to Central, GVSU defeated rival SVSU.
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and not make the mistakes we
made before.”
The Lakers concluded the
tournament with a four-point
shutout against Michigan
State, earning the team a
second-place
tournament
finish, but even that match
was much more difficult than
expected. Koster said the
tournament indicated some
recent slack in the team’s
practice effort.
“We’ve never had a
problem with Michigan State,
but they are getting better
and this was one of the better
games they’ve had against us,”
he said. “Teams are getting
a lot closer together in terms
of talent. We need to make a
commitment to getting better.

M
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from New York to perform poetry
and sing.
Rosemond, a senior at GVSU,
has been with the group for four
years and watched it grow in
numbers and success.
"I want people to show up with
By Danielle Siabbekoorn
an open mind,” she said. "We
expect a certain level of standard
GVL Staff Writer
for what type of an event it is
The art of dance, poetry and
going to be.”
song will take on a new meaning
Frederick Mooney, BSU’s
as the Black Student Union
adviser, has been with the group
invites viewers on an educational
for five years and said he hopes
journey through the history of
this event will bring exposure to
their culture.
different people and bring more
. “Celebration of Black Arts”
people into the group.
is
the
commencement
for
"We are seeing more freshmen
Grand Valley State University’s
coming in,” Mooney said. “They
BSU weekend and will show
will (see) what leadership is like
off student talent for an event
now and know how to become
open to people of all races and
leaders later on; it is really
backgrounds.
good to see them
K e y u a n a
develop and learn
“We
want
to
Rosemond is the
leadership skills.”
express the way
president of BSU
This event will
and
creator of
(black people) felt
put a more positive
"Celebration
of
twist
on
the
and to remember
Black Arts,” which
education focus of
will
hopefully
our roots.”
black culture and
become an annual
history.
INDIA STANFORD
event.
India Stanford,
BLACK
STUDENT
UNION
She said the
BSU’s education
EDUCATION
CHAIR
event will take a
chair, has been
journey
through
with the group for
black
history
two years and said she hopes
involving
traditional
gospel
the “Celebration of Black Arts”
music from the time of slavery
event will flow smoothly from
through the jazz age and on to
beginning to end.
today’s contemporary dance,
Stanford will also perform in
music and spoken word.
a dance for the event with two
She added GVSU students
other people.
will perform dances, poetry, sing
“It takes movement from the
and play music to “give exposure
African-American tribes,” she
to talent on campus.”
said. “A lot of our dance these
A student jazz band from the
days are taken from the tribes in
Smooth Groove group, which
the past.”
played at the Presidents’ Ball and
Stanford said the event, though
won the GV Talent award, will
an opportunity for students to
also perform.
show off current talent, will
In addition, BSU contracted
bring honor to the people from
the poet Marshal “Soulful” Jones

A&E

Haley Otman, A8E Editor
arts@lanthorn.com

Black Student Union
educates viewers
on culture through
jazz, song, poetry

Courtesy Photo / Black Student Union

Students will demonstrate their talents as a means to educate others about black history at the "Celebration of Black Arts."

their past.
“This event is important
because the voice of AfricanAmerican people came through
dance and writings,” Stanford
said. “We want to express the
way they felt and to remember
our roots.”

She added BSU has become
more inclusive and wants to see
everyone participate, not just one
group.
BSU’s mission statement is all
about “unity without exclusion”
and opens its doors to everyone
in the efforts of making a more

diverse and respecting campus.
“Celebration of Black Arts”
will take place Thursday night at
8 in the Cook-Dewitt Center on
GVSU’s Allendale Campus.
Donations will be taken for
the March of Dimes Foundation.
dshibbekoorn @ lanthorn .com

Local legend to present at
'Afro/American Jazz Funk'

Courtesy Photo / Dr. John Hair Connections

Jazz musician John Hair will give a history of Afro/American Jazz Funk and a conceit from 7 p m. to 9 p.m. on Friday.

John Hair, a local jazz
legend, will present “A Marriage
between the Blues, Rock &
Roll and the 1-4-5 Chord
Progression,” a brief history
of Afro/American Jazz Funk
Friday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
the Loosemore Auditorium on
the Pew Campus.
Hair has an extensive musical
history — he was the first
trombonist in the U.S. Army
Band for three years, recorded
at Motown Records, played
trombone in the James Brown
Musical Review and more. He
now owns Dr. J’s Jazz Coffee
House where he still plays
music.
The music editor of the Grand

Rapids Press called Hair “one
of West Michigan’s preeminent
jazz trombonists, arrangers and
band leaders.”
He earned his bachelor’s
and master’s degrees at Wayne
State University, followed by a
doctorate at Western Michigan
University.
To hear some of Hair's music
with his current band, Dr. John
Hair & New Connections, visit
their MySpace page at MySpace.
com/drjohnhaimewconnections.
Following
.Hair’s
presentation, there will be a live
jazz performance.
“Afro/American Jazz Funk”
is free and open to the public.

Pre-spring break event to ‘warm up’ Area 51
By Haley Otman

some of GVSU’s permanent staff
have worked together to promote
GVL A&E Editor
the event and the location.
Area 51, the intimate concert
“The night is more to help clear
or big-screen TV setting inside the the mind of everyday stresses from
hustle and bustle of the Kirkhof school work as well as offering
Center, will offer a break from the entertainment and free food.”
monotony that can crop up during Cantu said. “Always a bonus.”
the cold season with a Winter
Winter Warm-up will give away
Warm-up event,
free pizza. Lobby Shop smoothies,
“We came up with the idea for arts and crafts including Sand Art
a pre-spring break
and other freebies
to break away from
“Help take your
to attendees while
all the snow,” said
they hang out with
mind off the snow.
Mychal
Cantu,
friends and listen to
Spring couldn't
an
intern
with
the live music.
Daytime
Event
come any sooner.”
“Winter Warm-up
Programming for
is a night dedicated
MYCHAL CANTU
the Kirkhof Center.
to good music, free
DAYTIME EVENT
In
addition,
food in a beachPROGRAMMING INTERN
they hope to draw
theme atmosphere,"
more attention to
Cantu said.
the space, which
Musicians from
they say is ideal for small group the GVSU community, including
gatherings.
Jacob Sciacchitano and Kate
“Not a lot of people know that Pillsbury, will play live for the
hole in the wall (in) downstairs attendees.
Kirkhof is Area 51, a place where
“Everyone would be entertained
music, video games and TV, and with live music," said Marco Rios,
food all come together,” Cantu who is also an intern with Area 51
said.
and helped plan the event.
Various interns along with
“Part of the internship is£oming

up with events that students might
be interested in as well as getting
student organization sponsorship,”
Cantu said.
Katie Timmer, another intern
for Area 51. helped develop the
idea and details for the event
during the fall semester.
“This is just an opportunity
to relax, have fun with friends
and pretend it is much warmer
outside than it really is," she said.
“We wanted to have it in the Area
51 to create better awareness
of the space with Grand Valley
students.”
Student
organizations
can
sponsor events in Area 51, and
Timmer added the area is always
looking for new event sponsors,
event ideas and musicians to play
at those events.
Winter Warm-up will take place
Wednesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in Area 51, in the lower Kirkhof
Center on GVSU’s Allendale
Campus.
“Help take your mind off all
the snow,” Cantu said. “Spring
couldn’t come any sooner.”
arts@ lanthorn .com
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Area 51 offers a venue for student performers to show off their talent to peers.

MARKETPLACE
Announcements
Valley Church (a new United
Methodist start-up in Allen
dale - currently meeting in
the Byron Bank bldg on Lake
Michigan Drive) is hosting a
Free Meal for the Allendale
community/area on Saturday
March 6 from 12 to 2. Area
food businesses will be do
nating food to the event.

Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.

_______ For Sale_______
25 ft. Belkin ethernet cable,
used once, originally $24.99,
asking $10.

_______ Housing_______
The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info

<&

Apartment: $600.00/mo-2
bedrm-remodled 5 rooms
laundry.
Northwest 10
blocks from GVSU campus
558 Fremont NW 616 458
1779
Boltwood Apartments
Now Leasing. 1 and 2 bed
room. Walk ins welcome.
616 895 5875
randres@accesspmgroup.co
m______________________
Copper
Beech
Townho/nes...the
most
space for the best price! 1, 2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.

Lost & Found
Lost prescription glasses,
blue, Converse, rectangular
frames. Please return to Al
lendale
DPS
or call
586-945-7018. REWARD if
found!

Miscellaneous
Hungry Howie’s in Allendale
has AMAZING specials just
for GVSU! Look inside the
paper to find them! WE DE
LIVER! Call 616-895-6777 or
order
online
@

Rooms for rent in large two
story house close to down
town. 5 minutes from Pew
campus. Newly remodeled.
$370/mo includes gas, elec
tric, and water/ sewer. Call
Marcie (810)610-5132

I*1 ever

V-Day
by Joshua Kovach
Across

1. Bela Centauri, by another
name
6. Dull color
10. Sacred bird of the Nile
14. Wonderland wanderer
15. Roof edge
16. Bank or Group
17. Soup scooper
18. French honey
19. Instrumentalist Brian's kin
20. Gunther's girlfriend
22. Romantic bed spread?
24. Place to stay for the night
25. Like Sheldon or Leonard
26. Holiday of love
33. Perfume aura
34. Telepathy letters
35. Law & Order var.
38. Created a web
39. Goddess of the hearth
41. Mix with a stick
42. View
43. Devour
44. Superboy’s valentine
45. Domestic disagreement
51. Look after
53. Picker's org.
54. Lover's brand?
56. Mona Lisa painter
61. Right of norte
62. Popular malt beverage
64. Epic of love and war
65. Valentino's dia, from today
66. Peaks, abbr.
67. “The Prince of Tides” star
68. Men are from___ _...
69. “That's not
__!” (Be careful)
70. Corp. electric engineers
Down

20
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$
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email:

48west@48west.info
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

One of a pair
Winged
___ number on him.”
U.S. rights defender
Catch a fish
Celestial pair

41. Camera var.
46. Cuddly river dwellers
47. Doo leader
48. Like butterflies in your stomach
49. Alien spacecraft, for short
50. Hangover apparatus
51. Vapor
52. Bowling class, perhaps
55. Emerald city princess
56 Middle file cab. label
57. Healing houscplant
58. Work up
59. Valentine event
60. Poems for your valentine
63. Addams' cousin

7. Downpour
8. First lady
9. Puppy's cry
10. Cool drink
11. Celestial pair
12.“
you so!”
13. Wuss
21. Treebeard. for one
23. Beginning's antithesis
26. Lovers' exchanges
27. Partner for Bambi
28. Valentine’s message
29. Before, poetically
30. Love birds' homes
31. Superlative suffix
32. Relaxing resort
36. Tree climber
37. Russian range
39. Letter of the day
40. Listening tool

or call

616.895.2400

Mnww.48west.com

See Answers at Lanthorn.com
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Professional
Aggressive
Self-Starter
with prior Sales Experience
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For your chance to win, be one of the first
50 people to visit

gofobo.com/rsvp
and enter the code CLGE27D2
to download two free passes for
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Pick up an application at the
Lanthorn office in lower Kirkhof.

ISLAND____________
No Purchase Necessary While suppkes last Employees o! The Lanthorn and Promotional partners are not eligible to win.
Seating « not guaranteed and it available on a test come first served basis Theater ia overbooked to ensure capacity

Contact Lindsay @ (616) 331-2484 or
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Burlesque show celebrates
‘liberation of titillation'
Super Happy
Funtime Burlesque
brings 2010’sci-fi
parody downtown

the Chaste (Joe the Cabdriver),
who wants to repress sexuality
at all comers of the galaxy.
“It seemed appropriate
with the time,” Ruffin said.
“It kind of evolved out of the
connotations of the year 2010.
By Nicolle Martin
It’s actually now less esoteric
GVL Staff Writer
and more of a swashbuckling
Hidden deep in the confines story about girls in space.”
They will parody many sciof downtown Grand Rapids,
fi
movies
in “2010,” including
nationally-known Super Happy
Fund me Burlesque has created “StarYVaiv" Star Trek,” “Mad
controversy and loved it for the Max,” “Rash Gordon” and a
little “Rocky Horror.”
past seven years.
“This is something different
“We’ve been doing this
for seven years now - this is - this is unlike something
students
will
an institution,
ever
see
their
and it’s scary
“... it's sort of
four years at
good,’’
said
a way to show
Grand Valley,”
emcee and co
Ruffin added.
creator Corey
up all of the
“This
is not
Ruffin, better
conservatism by
safe; this hasn’t
known as Mr.
gone through
really amping it up
Happy Pants.
Super
Happy

to scare people...”

direction than it has been in the
past. He said they are always
trying to develop new ideas.
“We try to make it special
for Grand Rapids,” Ruffin said.
“It’s our hometown and it’s sort
of a way to show up all of the
conservatism by really amping
it up to scare people - 1 don’t
think I’d be doing my job right
if I didn’t get at least 10 phone
calls complaining before the
show went on.”
Ad vance tickets are currently
selling for $12 at http;//www.
grcmc.org and will increase to
$ 15 at the door. After the show,
guests can purchase an array of
souvenirs.
“What I think is so exciting
about Super Happy Funtime
is that I think we offer an
immense range of talent and
spectacle,” Larson said. “We
have everything from character
actors
and
accomplished
comedians, to contortionists,
glass-walkers, fire performers,
hula
hoopers,
aerialists,
acrobats, musicians ... There’s
something for everybody.”
For
more
information
about the cast, the band and
future shows, visit http://www.
superhappyfuntimeburlesque.
com.

approval

committees.
This
is
F u n t i m e
COREY RUFFIN
legitimate,
consists of 15
CO-CREATOR OF SUPER
in-your-face
performers
HAPPY FUNTIME
underground
and a 10-piece
theater.”
band. The End of Times
Steven
de
Polo,
Orchestra.
“Burlesque has now been photographer and member of
equated
with
strip-tease, the troupe’s management team,
whereas historically, burlesque said Super Happy Funtime is
is more about satire and poking moving into a more structured
fun at the status-quo and
bourgeoisie,” said performer
Audria Larson, or The
Vivacious Miss Audacious,
who also owns Grand Rapids’
Doctor Sketchy’s Anti-Art
School. “At the same time, we
also celebrate the liberation
of titillation. We have created
controversy over the years, but
if you see a burlesque show,
not only are you going to see
someone empowered and
enjoying what they’re doing,
but there’s also a connection
with the audience.”
Their next production,
“2010: A Burlesque Odyssey,”
was just rescheduled for March
13 at Grand Rapids’ Wealthy
Theatre.
“2010”
begins
with
a team of seven dancing
female superheroes called the
Sexxxwarriorz who sail in
their ship. The Velvet Sleaze,
battling the evil Lord Vanthor

nmartin@lanthorn com

GVL Archive / Lindsey Waggoner

tala Vulvaria of the Super Happy Funtimes Burlesque performs at
a past show. The popular burlesque returns to GR with "2010."
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An entry for the 2009 ArtPrize contest, which brought more than 1,260 artists to Grand Rapids.

ArtPrize makes changes to
accommodate rise in popularity
ArtPrize also allows people to express their
opinion and be actively engaged in the arts.
There’s also the element of anticipation
and excitement that comes with voting for
something.”
By Josh Brunsting
Since nailing down the increase of space,
the people behind ArtPrize have released
GVL Staff Writer
the registration dates for both venues as
One of last year’s biggest events is
well as artists.
getting revamped for an even bigger
“The goal is that with all the changes,
showing to kick off the new decade.
this will allow for more artists to participate
ArtPrize 2009 brought in more than
and for the public to experience more of
1,260 different artists from all across the
ArtPrize,” Seyferth and Associates said.
world for the 16-day event in downtown
“Venue registration opens on March 15
Grand Rapids. With more than 334,000
and closes on April 15, where as artist
votes cast by the general public, the event
registration opens on April 19 and closes
was one of the biggest the area has ever
on May 27.”
seen.
More so than an art
“This year will see the
‘‘ArtPrize... could
event, ArtPrize has become
addition of a new series of
serve as a model
important for the entirety
exhibition
centers
within
of Grand Rapids.
of
how
art
can
the 3-square-mile ArtPrize
“The
arts
have
district,” said Seyferth and
improve a city and
traditionally
been
the
Associates, the public relations
possibly show the
backbone of a thriving
company for ArtPrize. “The
community,” Meade said,
government how it
2010 adjustments are designed
because they entertain and
to help the visiting public
is worth investing in inspire people.
see more art while assisting
In addition, the event
the arts.”
guests in their way around the
will help bring larger
PHIL
MEADE
district.
crowds to patronize Grand
UICA PUBLIC RELATIONS
One facility that will get an
Rapids’ restaurants and
MANAGER
upgrade is the Urban Institute
other businesses.
of Contemporary Arts.
“ArtPrize is also important because
“The UICA’s new facility will allow
it could serve as a model of how art can
(us) to present an even more dynamic
improve a city and possibly show the
array of contemporary art, new media,
government how it is worth investing in the
and experimental projects,” said the UICA
arts,” Meade added.
in a press release. “Through this facility,
Meade’s hope is the event will continue
UICA will more effectively contribute to
to grow and bring better artwork and more
attracting and retaining creative, urbanpeople to West Michigan.
oriented professionals in West Michigan.
“The UICA will be an institutional
We will activate the Division Avenue
sponsor, as well as a venue for ArtPrize,”
corridor and offer a vibrant anchor to the
he .said. “I see this event making a big
emerging Avenue for the Arts.”
impact on Grand Rapids in the next couple
Phil Meade, public relations manager for
of years, and one that the state and area in
the UICA, said this addition to the event
general really need.”
will help cater the ever-growing popularity
For more information on ArtPrize, visit
of ArtPrize.
http://www.artprize.org, and for more
“I think it is popular because it gives the
information on the UICA, go to http://
everyday person a voice,” he said. “The art
www.uica.org.
community can seem stuffy and stuck up,
jbrunsting@ lant horn .com
and ArtPrize makes art more accessible.

City-wide event to upgrade
UICA, add more exhibition
space for 2010 submissions

Tuesday's

CD and DVD releases

f,

■

Cl):
Story of the Year: “The Constant”
Juliana Hatfield: “Peace and Love’
Bee Gee: “Mythology”
Heathen: “Evolution of Chaos”
DVD:

'w.micHiqanobqyn.c

“Coco Before Chanel”
“From Mexico With Love”
“Law Abiding Citizen”
“The Private Lives of Pippa Lee”

..Okeshore’
Pregnancy
Center

Thursdays

MOfff|
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Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401
(next to Speedway)

616-895-1893

Won Ihtirs '

11:00 - 9: iOpm

m3$SSm%& 11 MO-10:30pm
Sontr:

11:30-9:OOpro

www.lakeshorepregnancycenters.com

Offering Free:
Prcgn.mcL Testing, IVvr ( <»un<dtng. Pa Vu.il .V P.u c ruing;
sses, Murra*n InOrnuiion and < niwmmiu RcUrr.iU •

